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Cindy
Miller

Inspires you to own it® in
business, in sport, and in life!

Life is too short to allow bad shots, adversity, or mistakes to bring you down. Whether
it’s your finances, your relationships, parenting, health, or even your profession, the
reality is we all make mistakes. Many times, that’s what leaves one pondering how it
went wrong. Have you ever asked yourself, “How did I end up here?”
Don’t let that be you. If there’s another breath in your lungs, there’s another chance in

“

your bones. Dust yourself off and get ready to take another shot at it®

Every shot makes
somebody happy. Why not
let it be you?

That’s where LPGA professional Cindy Miller invites you to defeat your demons, seize
your opportunity, and own your it®.. Audiences rave about Cindy’s story and she actually
changes lives.

I dare you to take another shot at it®
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From a college walk-on to a veteran of five U.S. Women’s Opens AND the LPGA Tour, Cindy
Miller has a story to tell, and she tells it like no other!
Her inspirational speeches, workshops, and signature executive retreats synthesize a lifetime
of successfully pursuing her potential. With each new challenge, Cindy reinvented herself,
unlocking opportunity in ways most people only dream of.
The 2010 National LPGA Teacher of the Year, one of Golf Digest’s Top 50 Women Teachers in
the U.S., and a Certified Behavior, Motivation, and Emotional Quotient Analyst - Cindy is
uniquely qualified to equip you to get, do and be better.
Cindy’s suite of trainings deliver powerful and practical strategies to help individuals and
teams make better decisions, overcome common frustrations, simplify complicated
challenges, and reach their ultimate potential. Her passion mixed with humor and no-

ABOUT

nonsense style is not only contagious, but a breath of fresh air.

Cindy Miller

Cindy’s message has reached thousands of employees at Fortune 500 companies and many
others including, Pepsico, Microsoft, Merck, Deloitte, BJ’s Wholesale Club, The Hartford,
LPGA, Church Mutual Insurance, Independent Health, and more.

CEO, CINDY MILLER, INC.
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Speaking topics

3 FROM THE BACK NINE TO

2 IMPROVE YOUR TEAM

1 THE “IT” BOX

FROM THE INSIDE OUT

THE BOARDROOM

The Inspiration: This motivational keynote

High performing teams, when firing on all cylinders,

How can a game about controlling a little white

address uses the remarkable story of Cindy’s

capitalize on opportunity to achieve wins. When they

ball be so relevant to business? Because the same

killer comeback as the back drop to developing

lose focus and become disengaged, the organization

skills and attributes you use in golf are needed in

your potential, passion, and purpose.

suffers. As an athlete, coach, and business woman,

business and life. Learning to play golf will give you

Cindy knows what it takes to win. She shares the three

access to leaders. The secret is people don’t care

Cindy makes use of these simple items to teach

most important components of a winning team:

how you PLAY; they care how you ACT. In this

you the steps to take in pursuing the most

discomfort as a path to change, self-assessment, and

session, Cindy teaches you the character traits

important thing in the world… Your it®.

total investment in process. These components will

revealed throughout eighteen holes. Learn how

help your team reach their full potential.

you can build better relationships on the course.

A Box. A Nail. A Mirror. A Seed.

All three motivational experiences can be delivered as a standalone keynote address or paired with enlightening behavior assessment exercises in either a
half-day workshop or full-day seminar.
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In the news

People are
talking about

Cindy
“Cindy Miller has beaten the

"Our members tell us that
revenues have grown
anywhere from 5‐25% as a
result of taking Cindy’s
program.”
– GAIL MACKAY,
President International Association of
Microsoft Channel Partners, Canada

odds and achieved more
than and beyond even her
own expectations. Her story

“Every person felt valued,

is told to encourage others

appreciated, and reassured

through their own personal

about their own purpose

struggles in sport, business

which motivated them

and life. ”

beyond our expectations!”

– JIM KELLY,
NFL Hall of Famer

– CATHY AQUINO,
Independent Health
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